
J O R G E  A G R E D O
Conceptual Thinker Visual CommunicatorGraphic Art i s tProblem Solver

810 27th ave. Astoria, NY 11102 Jorge.agredo@mai l .c i tytech.cuny.edu 347-422-1944

F ree lance Wor k
Workplace and 

Profess ional Sk i l l s
Bi l ingual Ski l ls and

International Perspective

- Fluent both in English and Spanish,
 as well as a medium level 

of Portuguese.

- Originally from Cali, Colombia.
Multicultural Diversity

- Strong desire to learn more.

- Able to adapt to new surroundings.

- Organized, detailed-oriented and patient.

S k i l l  S e t s Education & Awards

Work Experience 

12 - present

Awards

08-10

07-08

New York City College of Technology, Brooklyn, NY
Bachelor degree in Graphic Design and Advertising, 
expected in 2016

Long Island City High School, Broadway, NY
Regents Diploma, 2010

Newcomers High School, Long Island City, NY
March 2007 - June 2008

President ’s Education Awards Program for 
Outstanding Academic Excellence.

Laguardia Community college, 
Long Island City, NY. Secretary assistant, 

June 2008 - August 2008 

- Gathered information and paperwork 

for Inventory Duties.

- Organized Files in a better way to 

make work tasks easier to achieve.

- Instructed students with software 

questions to the best solution available.

- Assisted supervisors with mail deliveries 

and sensitive information.

Trade fair supermarkets, Astoria, NY.
Inventory control clerk, 

January 12, 2009 - April 2012

- Engaged in heavy lifting assignments 

such as offloading grocery trucks. 

- Arranged products in a sufficient and 

organized way both in the basement 

and shelves for customers.

- Operated machinery to crush 

cardboard and make the environment 

in the supermarket better.

Trade Fair supermarket, Astoria, NY
Inventory Control Manager, 
September 2014 - Present

- Conduct price changes for the whole store. Not 
room for error.
- Provide departments with signs to avoid 
customer confusion, also allowing typography skills 
to be utilized to achieve maximum readability.
- Verify Trade fair supermarket price changes 
through the use of hand held scanning guns to 
ensure maximum profit.
- Optimized price changes system and process to 
guarantee full financial gain.

- Problem Solving

- Graphic Design

- Vector Graphics

- Typography

- Party Invitations 
- Business Cards  

- Logo



Job Description:



Jorge Agredo
810 27th ave Astoria, NY 11102  

Jorge.agredo@mail.citytech.cuny.edu
1(347) 422-1944  

December 20, 2014

Danielle Dorter
ID Media New York
Address: 100 West 33rd Street 6th Floor
New York, NY 10001

Dear Danielle Dorter,

I am writing in response to the position of Graphic Design-Intern, advertised as being available at this 
moment in your company. I am a talented, detail-oriented, collaborative and creative graphic designer 
looking to gain experience in the graphic design field. Currently I am a student (upper Junior) attending 
The New York City College of Technology in downtown Brooklyn. 

I have constant access to a computer and am familiar with both Mac and Windows. I have proficient 
design and multimedia software skills. This includes programs such as Adobe Indesign, Adobe Illustrator, 
Adobe Photoshop as well as Microsoft Word and powerpoint. In addition to having software expertise, 
I have strong listening skills and the ability to incorporate feedback into my work, As well as have the 
ability to solve problems in a limited amount of time and create concepts into easy to understand graphics. 
My Graphic communication skills can be utilized to match your job criteria, enhancing ID Media New 
York, its values and its ideas, creating a mutual benefit. 

I would like to bring my creative and detailed designs to work for ID Media. Attached to this email is 
my portfolio. I am confident that my attention to detail and my ability to make things simpler and neat  
will demonstrate my passion for graphic design. My background includes previous job listings that have 
shaped me for this position and show my ability to work well with others as well as assist. I have flexible 
hours and am willing to commit 15 hours a week or more if deem it necessary.

The accompanying resume can serve to provide you with greater detail of what I have to offer.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Jorge Agredo



Company Introduction:



Responsibilities and Qualifications:



Jorge Agredo
810 27th ave Astoria, NY 11102  

Jorge.agredo@mail.citytech.cuny.edu
1(347) 422-1944  

December 20, 2014

Hiring Agent
Address: 220 W 42nd St, 
New York, NY 10036

Dear Hiring Manager,
I am writing in response to the position of Graphic Designer, advertised as being available at this moment 
with your company. I am a talented, detail-oriented, collaborative, resourceful, innovative and creative 
graphic designer looking to gain experience in the graphic design field. Currently I am a student (upper 
Junior) attending The New York City College of Technology in downtown Brooklyn. 

I have proficient design and multimedia software skills. This includes programs such as the Adobe 
Creative Suite as well as Microsoft Word and Powerpoint. I have a strong understanding of social media 
sites and its tools as well as being an active participant in its networking. In addition to that, my patience 
enables me to take on rigorous research that results in great pieces of information allowing my designs 
and/or projects to have higher quality, resulting in more cohesive designs.

I would like to bring my creative, innovative and detailed designs to your company, as well as my 
entrepreneurial mind-set to work for your company. Attached to this email is my portfolio. I am 
confident that my attention to detail will demonstrate my passion for graphic design. 

The accompanying resume can serve to provide you with greater detail of what I have to offer.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Jorge Agredo


